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1. INTRODUCTION 

Some satellites (such as SPOT and IRS-P6) cover only two visual spectral bands (green and red) except these locate in the 
near infrared to thermal infrared region. As a result, natural-color image cannot be formed, as blue band is necessary in the 
red, green, and blue combination [1]. The issue greatly influenced the application of remote sensing data in many areas such as 
virtual reality, terrain simulation, and visual interpretation. In this study, a spectrum analysis approach is adopted to simulate 
natural-color image. The method consists of two steps: (1) Adjusting  the spectrum-library’s spectrum scale according to the 
image’s band spectrum , and form some spectrum bands; (2) Fitting the relationship between spectrum’s blue band and other 
bands by Back-Propagation artificial neural network (BP-ANN), and simulating image’s blue band by using that relationship 
and finally form natural-color image. Experiment shows that the simulated natural-color image is much more excellent in 
both visual effect and spectrum information than others. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 work flow 

There are two important steps in our work, one is spectrum scale adjusting and the other is spectrum analysis and natural-
color image simulation. The whole work flow is shown as follow: 
 

 
 

Figure.1 The work flow of the spectrum analysis based natural-color simulation 
 
2.2 spectrum scale adjusting 

In order to adjust spectrum-library’s spectrum scale to image’s spectrum scale, spectrum integration of the spectrum-library 
is computed by the reference of image’s bands setting. In the process of spectrum integration, the integration range of the 
blue band can refer to that of the other images which have a similar spatial and spectrum resolution. 
2.3 spectrum analysis and natural-color image simulation 

In the process of the spectrum analysis and natural-color image simulation, the BP-ANN is used to simulate the relationship 
between the spectrum’s blue band and other bands. In order to exclude the difference between spectrum- library’s spectrum 
and the image’s spectrum in spatial scale and other data acquisition condition, the relative spectrum angle value is used to put 
into BP-ANN. The simulating process consists of two steps: (1) training: take blue band(take the blue band as an example, 
also could be the other band) as a standard band to compute the value of sin libROG∠  , sin libNirOG∠ , 

and sin libSwirOG∠  ( libROG∠ is a relative spectrum angle of the red band and green band) as the inputs value, and 

compute sin BOG∠  as target value to train BP-ANN. (2) simulating: compute the image’s sin imageROG∠ , 

sin imageNirOG∠ , and sin imageSwirOG∠ value and take them into trained BP-ANN, and get an output value of 



sin imageBOG∠ . Through the value of the green band and sin imageBOG∠ , it can be the blue band value and then generate 
the natural-color image. 
 

3. RESULT  

(1)  First, an ETM+ image was selected as the reference image to do natural-color simulations with the proposed method 

(Figure. 2- Figure. 5).  

        
Figure.2 ETM+ Blue band      Figure.3 Simulate Blue band     Figure.4 ETM+ natural color   Figure.5 simulated natural color 

(2) Take SPOT5 image as an example image which lack of blue band to do natural color simulation (Figure.6).  

        a. Simulated blue band                      b. Simulated Natural-color image                c. After Contrast adjusted 
Figure.6 SPOT natural-color simulation result  

4. CONCLUSION 

Our approach describes a complex relationship between the image bands by using quantitative spectrum analysis with the 
spectrum-library, and we successfully generated the natural-color image by using the relationship. Furthermore, we could use 
the approach to simulate other image bands what we need, and do other things with the newly created image bands. However, 
our approach relies on the BP-ANN to stimulate the spectrum library’s bands relationship, so the spectrum library’s feature 
counts and typicality directly affect the BP-ANN’s training effect, and affect the natural color image simulation result.  
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